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Fabrication of the elements in the Universe: the Uranium
"#!1948: Synthesis
during the primordial
explosion (ylem)
G. Gamow

B2FH-1957: Synthesis
during life of stars

F. Hoyle

Th/U

•! Primordial (Big Bang): H, He
•! Galactic (Cosmic rays): Li, Be, B
•! Hydrogen burning: He
•! Helium burning: C, O
•! Carbon, oxygen, neon burning: 16 < A
< 28
•! Silicon burning: 28 < A < 60
•! Explosive synthesis: A < 60
•! s- and r- process: A > 60
•! p-(or !-) and rp- process: p-rich A > 60

Th and U are created in
explosive-like stellar
events in the Universe

But ! Hoyle’s r-process and recycling Universe concepts
has lead back to the concept of a Big Bang
The Astrophysical Journal, 660:L117-L120, 2007 May 10
Discovery of HE 1523-0901, a Strongly r-Process–enhanced Metal-poor
Star with Detected Uranium1
Anna Frebel ,2,3 Norbert Christlieb ,4,5 John E. Norris ,2 Christopher Thom ,6,7
Timothy C. Beers ,8 and Jaehyon Rhee 9,10

Star Age: 13.2 (2.7) Gy (U/Th chron.)

Observation of U atomic
absorption in the light
emitted by a very old star
(galactic halo) is consistent
with a star formed with the
remnants of single SN
explosion at the beginning
of the Universe

VLT

Only four years after the discovery of fission Fermi atomic pile
went critical

Gary Sheahan, 1957

E. Fermi

First commercial reactor:
Sellafield (UK), 1956

Nuclear Energy in
Spain:
•! 8 reactors:
20.9% of the
electricity (2013)
•! Garoña has
closed (Dec.
2012)

Fukushima

Chernobyl
TMI

Nuclear Energy in the World
(source: IAEA, yesterday)
•! 439 commercial nuclear power
reactors in 30 countries
•! 13.5% of World electricity: 377
Gwe
•! 69 new power plants in
construction in 14 countries

Nuclear Fission and Beta Decay
•!

n + 235U ! 2n + "! + 137Te + 97 Zr

235U

energy release
per fission: 202 MeV
•! Chain reactions
•! 6.5% as #/!$
•! 4.5% as %e
On average
every fission
is followed by
6 #-decays,
each:

e! + ! e + ""

Sometimes a
neutron is
also emitted

There are about 1000 radioactive nuclei involved !

Neutron Capture and Radioactive Waste

(n,!!)
#-decay

Public concern on nuclear energy:
•! Safety of operation – accidents?
•! Radioactive waste – where to put it?
•! Non-proliferation – nuclear weapons?
The answer of the industry:
Gen IV reactors: increased safety and efficiency,
reduction of waste production
Very-High-Temperature
Reactor (VHTR)

Gas-Cooled Fast
Reactor (GFR)

Supercritical-WaterCooled Reactor (SCWR)

Molten Salt
Reactor (MSR)

Sodium-Cooled Fast
Reactor (SFR)

Lead-Cooled Fast
Reactor (LFR)

Accelerator Driven System or Hybrid System
•! A subcritical core (with either U/Pu
or Th/U fuels)
•! A proton accelerator (to supply the
extra neutrons)
•! A blanket of Minor Actinides for their
transmutation
FP-EURATOM supports related research:
Industrial Demonstrator: MYRRHA/XT-ADS
•! 2025 horizon
•! MOX fuel
•! 600 MeV p (linac/cyclotron)
•! LBE spallation target (window/less)
•! LBE cooling

All these systems need new or improved nuclear data

Need of New Nuclear Data: Radiative Capture
Waste: Burning of Minor Actinides
C. Guerrero et al., EPPJ A48 (2012) 29
(CIEMAT)

•! Measurement of radiative capture
cross-sections in fissile nuclei
•! Prompt fission !-rays are source
of background
•! Combine a fission detector (for
tagging) with a !-ray calorimeter
microMegas+235U

HIGHLIGHT

Need of New Nuclear Data: Beta Delayed Neutron Emission
Safety: Reactor control
•! Beta delayed neutrons are
a small fraction (<1%) of
reactor neutrons
•! They are however
essential since they
provide a damping effect
against sudden reactivity
changes
Fission fragment
mass distribution

BEta deLayEd Neutron (BELEN)
counter: B. Gomez et al. (UPC)

BELEN@JYFL
Neutron emission probabilit

PhD Thesis:
J.Agramunt
(IFIC) & A.
Garcia (CIEMAT)

Data for summation
calculations

Poor theoretical prediction

#-delayed neutron
emission probability

Pn [%]

stability

r-process
Theoretical Pn from Moeller et al.

(First measurements at GSI-FRS: R.
Caballero, PhD Thesis, UPC)

BRIKEN Construction Proposal
(C. Domingo-Pardo et al.)
•! 19 Institutes, 50 scientists
•! Largest detector of the type
ever build: 174 3He tubes

•! Initial nuclei formed in
the r-process are #delayed neutron emitters
•! Neutron emission modify
the decay path and
provide neutrons for late
captures
•! Challenge: very exotic
nuclei: FAIR, RIKEN,!

FUKUSHIMA: The consequences of
uncontrolled Reactor Decay Heat

Need of New Nuclear Data: Beta and Gamma emission
Safety: Prediction of Decay Heat Evolution
(*)

#decay

Q! = Ee! + E" e + " E#
Ex

#-intensity

•! Energy deposited by !-rays
(#-particles) is consistently
under(over)-predicted by
summation calculations
•! Prime suspect: information
from decay energy
distributions
•! Most of the data in data
bases is affected by
Pandemonium effect: failure
of HPGe !-ray spectroscopy
to detect weak decay
branches

105Tc

(*) use rather http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/ensdf

Algora et al.,
PRL105 (2010) 202501
(IFIC)
•! The Total Absorption !ray Spectroscopy
technique solves the
Pandemonium problem
•! Selective experiments
can have a large impact
on decay heat
predictions
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•! Calorimeter to absorb
full !-ray cascade
•! Involved data analysis

Need of New Nuclear Data: (anti-)neutrino emission
Non-Proliferation: Remote Reactor Monitoring
IAEA: Ad-Hoc Working Group on Antineutrino
Detection for Safeguards Applications (2008)
Example: NUCIFER Detector (Subatech/CEA)
•! 0.85 m3 Gd
loaded liquid
scintillator
•! prompt
2x511 !-rays
•! delayed ncapture !rays

RAN: Radar for AntiNeutrinos (J.J.
Gomez-Cadenas,
2008)

! e + p ! e+ + n "1.8MeV

How it
works?

Power changes and fuel composition
Spectral shape (unlikely)

! 10 ! e / s
21

different
fission
products!

How well known is the reactor antineutrino spectrum?
•! Deduced from beta spectrum
•! 235U, 239,241Pu: K. Schreckenbach et al.
•! 238U: N. Haag et al. (NEW!)
Re-evaluations:
Mueller et al., PRC83(2011) 054615
Huber PRC84 (2011) 024617
Approximations and corrections are
needed in the deconvolution process:
•! Virtual branches Z distribution
•! Allowed/forbidden
•! Finite size corr.
•! Screening corr.
•! Radiative corr.
•! Weak magnetism
corr.

How well known are beta decay schemes?
M. Fallot et al., Phys. Rev.Lett.109 (2012) 202504

Ratio of antineutrino spectra
calculated with and without
TAGS data

Ratio (inset) of calculated to
“experimental” antineutrino
spectrum

TAGS measurements have an impact on antineutrino spectra
calculations

Nuclear Power Plants for Fundamental
Physics: The new generation of reactor
antineutrino oscillation experiments

Neutrino (intensity) anomaly
Fundamental physics: Antineutrino oscillations

Updated (2013): 0.936(24)

D. Mention et al., PRD83(2011)073006
After new spectrum evaluation:
•! There is a consistent deficit of neutrinos in
short range antineutrino detectors
•! Possible causes:
Hayes et al., 30%-40%
•! New physics (sterile neutrinos)
of the contributing
•! Wrong flux estimation
transitions are first•! Wrong cross section
forbidden (&L=1):
corrections are
•! Wrong antineutrino spectrum
different

Antineutrino shape anomaly
W. Zhong, ICHEP-2014, Valencia

•! All three experiments
report consistently a
difference between the
measured shape and the
calculated one
•! Is this indicating an effect
of nuclear structure?
(Might be: Nantes
Workshop last week)
Allowed
Uniq.-FF
Non-U. FF
Non-U. FF

Conclusions:
•! Radioactivity was the origin of our
science, but still many important things
about it remain unknown
•! Power reactors will be always
controversial and eventually disappear.
In the mean time they produce
interesting physics.
•! The border line between applied physics,
basic physics and fundamental physics
is dangerously thin
THANK YOU!

